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100% French know-how, 
something to make you smile!
Welcome to Abriblue... Your slatted safety cover specialist.

Since 1985, over 150,000 slatted covers designed and installed in France and 
52 other countries. Every product is unique, custom made to the needs of 
every customer.

The 100 Abriblue team employees put their expertise at your service by their 
daily and long term commitment to your safety and comfort.

Why choose a slatted cover as 
a pool protection system?

  PRACTICAL: no physical handling, no time wasted storing and taking out a cover. And the pool 
stays clean thanks to the slatted cover’s protection.

  SECURE: fitting your pool with an Abriblue slatted safety cover makes you compliant with the NF 
P 90-308 standard implemented with the French 1st January 2004 law. 

  ECOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC: they limit evaporation and maintain water temperature during 
the high season. 

  AESTHETIC: the slatted covers discretely blend into your environment.

Imagine your pool fitted with an Abriblue cover: the stress has gone, a single gesture and your pool 
is silently secured. Your pool is protected. You have peace of mind.
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An XXL offer
Abriblue has the most complete pool cover offer on the market…

Submerged, above-water, mobile, solar, connected… Abriblue has imagined all you need to create 
your personal outdoor space!

Whether for a new pool or an existing pool, our wide range will meet your technical constraints, 
your budget and your wishes.

Imagine your pool, dream of it 
and then..... create it!
For over 30 years, the Abriblue teams have been working to offer you quality, functional and 
aesthetic solutions that meet all safety requirements.

There is a reason behind the fact that the brand most often recommended by pool professionals 
and installers is Abriblue.

Abriblue controls every step in your project and is delighted to be able to design your ideal slatted 
safety cover.

Because purchasing an Abriblue cover combines peace of mind and aesthetics; Abriblue lets you 
give your pool style!

 Static

 mobile

 submerged

 solar

 connected

Protect, enjoy!
In France, safety covers for private pools are subject to the NF P90-308 standard. 

This standard imposes rules covering the materials, the fastening system and the 
ageing criteria. It also lists installation-related obligations.

The only way to enjoy your pool in complete peace of mind.

With our covers, you benefit from the guarantees provided by an experienced, reliable and 
sustainable manufacturer that can provide the customer service and maintenance of your 
installation far into the future.

Day after day, your Abriblue safety cover will be your discrete, everyday partner, making your pool 
safe and giving you peace of mind.

NF P
90-308
Standard
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Blue water and a green conscience

Control heat loss

A little sensitive to cold? Good news! Your cover will help fight heat loss. During the day, 
the sun heats the cover and the pool water due to a transfer of the heat of the sun’s rays. 
Covering your pool makes it possible to maintain the temperature at night. 

The increase in water temperature will be even more spectacular if your slatted cover has 
polycarbonate slats.

Some of our models are even fitted with solar panels: which are very economic and fully 
eco-responsible.

Cover solutions are often chosen for safety, 
they are indeed a sure way to protect your family, especially children. 

However, there are many more important benefits that are good for your finances,  
your comfort and for the environment.

save water

Evaporation is one of the main causes of water and energy waste in a pool. 94% of heat 
loss in a pool is from the water surface, hence the obvious interest of a cover. The need to 
top up the water becomes less frequent.

During the summer, the loss of water by evaporation can be reduced by a factor of about 4 
by putting the cover back on after using the pool.

Such a protection system also lets you anticipate using the pool from the very first fine 
spring days and to extend the fun late into the autumn. Building a pool is a genuine 
investment, so why not make it effective in every way!

use less pool care products

Abriblue cover slats are specially designed to withstand UVs and the chemical 
agents in the water. This prevents photosynthesis, stops algae growth, 
keeps the pH more stable and lets you effectively protect your pool water.  
This naturally reduces the need for chemicals. It can even drop by 70%! Pool care 
products are expensive and are often harmful to the environment. 

In addition to a favourable economic and environmental impact, your bathing experience 
will be much more pleasant.

In short, your Abriblue cover has a positive effect on:

-  Energy consumption:  electricity (pool pump, heating, automatic treatment devices,…).
- Consumed resources: water (filter backwash discharge, evaporation,…).
- The products consumed (chlorine, pH plus or minus, algaecide,…).

Finally, and we are proud of this, our production site sorts and recycles plastic (by type and 
colour), wood, aluminium, stainless steel, cardboard boxes, ordinary industrial waste via a 
leading French recycling scheme.WEEEWEEE
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European environmental 
standard NF EN 17645  

for private swimming pools 
for family use

This voluntary standard created on a French initiative, aims to classify the environmental 
performances of the different equipment used in swimming pools. It helps to encourage the 
development of even more energy-efficient and environmentally friendly products. It is also 
intended to promote good sustainability practices (energy and water savings, waste reduction, 
noise reduction...).

Long before the regulations on swimming pool safety which imposed Abriblue covers as one 
of the best protections against drowning according to the requirements of the NF P90-308 
standard, the "pool cover" activity was initially aminly developed to keep in the heat stored by 
the pool water. This greatly reduced the need for heating, thereby significantly limiting energy 
consumption.

As an expert manufacturer, and as part of the FPP, Abriblue participated in the drafting of the 
recent European standard on the “Efficiency of the environmental performances of private 
outdoor pools and their equipment”, which uses a rating from "A" to "F".

Abriblue covers fitted with solar slats meet the criteria for an A rating in accordance with the 
NF EN 17645 standard. The calculations show that they effectively capture solar radiation, 
offer good thermal resistance to heat loss and limit evaporation by covering the water surface 
almost completely.

Abriblue covers are rated "A" or "B" depending on the selected model and compliance with the 
recommended installation and use conditions. 

Abriblue's strong commitment to the creation of this environmental standard is one of 
the expressions of its determination to offer equipment that is more respectful of the 
environment and closer to your aspirations.
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The Non’ Co guarantee

Similarly to the hulls of boats, our flanges, shafts and sliders are made from composite materials. 
They do not suffer from corrosion and do not warp.

Abriblue has focused on researching special, high-tech materials, providing total resistance to corrosion 
without altering their other properties.

The result was the “Non’Co” corrosion guarantee which offers up to 15 years of peace of mind. It’s 
exclusive, reassuring, and only available from Abriblue!

iNNov
atioN

I want to install a discrete submerged cover, but I’m 
afraid of corrosion related issues. Is there a solution? 

When your constraints inspire us...

Non’Co

5
years

Metal oxidation phenomena in a pool are exacerbated by several parameters:

 the presence of stray currents,

 too low pH,

 too high residual chlorine or bromide levels,

 prolonged and/or frequent excess water treatment product doses,

 too high temperature...

The very frequent corrosion of components on a submerged slatted safety cover can cause premature 
ageing or malfunctions in the long term.

The permanent quest for technical and practical solutions designed to offer users ever 
increasing comfort makes  Abriblue covers unique and adaptable to almost all pools, from 

the simplest to the most complex, including the most extreme configurations.
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 WING System®

The exclusive solution developed by Abriblue to cover surfaces of the stair, deck, paddling pool type which can be made safe 
using this system.

The lateral surface to be covered may have a rectangular, roman, special or trapezoid shape. This system is available for 83 mm 
PVC slat covers.

Coupled to the slat cover using a hinge system, Wing System deploys using a basic rotating movement.

When your constraints inspire us...

Electrolysis is an excellent water treatment solution. Beware, however, of 
concentrations of oxidising agents when the pool is protected by a cover. If not 
properly regulated, the treatment can have very corrosive effects on materials 
known for their corrosion-proof properties (316L grade stainless steel, anodised 
aluminium) with a real risk of damage to the cover.

But the solution is here!

SLOW MODE

The Slow Mode system proposes coupling to your water treatment system for 
slatted cover position-based regulation. Simple, effective and reassuring.

iNNov
atioN

How can you make the most of the benefits of a slatted safety cover 
on pools with a side surface area?

I want my cover to obey instantly, for total comfort.

Can a slatted safety cover be reconciled 
with salt electrolysis water treatment?

 Smartphone-controlled slatted cover.

   USING BLUETOOTH 
The slatted cover is controlled (either as standard or as an option) 
using a specific app with a control guide.

  SECURE 
The control is locked by the phone’s code..  
It is imperative to be in view of the pool when controlling the slatted cover, 
and contact must be maintained on the smartphone during closure.  
The slatted cover also has a key-operated control.

  EASY 
Pairing the slatted cover with a smartphone uses a code the first time 
control is taken and is then recognised automatically.

NF P
90-308
Standard

I need to be able to see my pool, 
even when I'm not at home.

 Pool view OPTION

A connected camera lets you see the pool remotely directly on your smartphone (or tablet) using 
the Abriblue Aero app.
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Customise your cover 

Slat FINISH 

The plugs are fitted with removable wings, used to perfectly adapt 
to pool dimensions. 

Our slatted covers are delivered with a set of wings equipped with guide wheels fitted on 
the first cover slat, thereby improving movement and limiting friction on the pool covering.

Optional brush wings: 
They limit the entry of impurities into the pool and reduce the clearance between the slat 
cover and the pool wall.

The slats can be cut square (standard finish), or shaped (depending on the slat type) to 
perfectly adapt to your pool shape.

squared shaped

Opaque PVC slats

White, Sable, Blue, Light grey, Galet grey.

Limits evaporation and maintains water temperature. 

POLYCARBONATE SLATS

Clear, Blue tinted translucent, Black Fumée,  Two-ply Mother 
of pearl, Two-ply Clear/Black and Blue tinted two-ply. 

Water heating power, adds up to 8 degrees depending on the 
colour.

High resistance to extreme conditions (temperature and 
hail), 8 times stronger than a PVC slat. 

 83 mm slats for excellent floatability thanks to the large volume of air they contain. 

 Plug watertightness guaranteed by ultrasound welding technology.

 UV Treatment.

NF P
90-308
Standard

I want to give my pool some style.

Slat 
cover

Black profiled wing

Brush wings (option)

Guide wheel
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ANTI-LIFTING BUCKLE

Attachment strap that can be installed on all pool covers,  
fixed either to the sides  or to the levelling course .

Colours: White, Sable, Light grey and Galet grey.

Coverlock system
Reliable, easy to use and can be fitted to existing pools, either on 
the sides or the levelling course. 

This system is composed of an ergonomic  trigger  
and a harpoon . 

Colours: White, Sable, Light grey and Galet grey.

Safety attachments prevent the slat cover from being lifted and fix it to the pool structure when it is unrolled. 
They must always be locked, failing which safety is not provided and the pool is not compliant.

Abriblue offers 3 solutions, including one automatic.

 Manual attachment systems:

 Mechanical and automatic locking system:

Selfeex: This system locks on its own without any manual operations. 

I need to choose a fastening system compliant with the 
standard.

NF P
90-308
Standard

 Selfeex, safety with no constraints or compromises. 

Selfeex is a mechanical and automatic locking system specific to IMM’Ax and IMM’Box submerged slatted covers.

Requires no manual operations, 
so there is no risk of forgetting or handling errors!

 STAND-ALONE, locking is automatic.

 MechanicalSTRENGTH and corrosion resistance.

  ADAPTABLE to existing submerged slatted covers at different positions on the width  
and variable water levels.

 CUSTOMISABLE, available in White, Sable, Blue, Light Grey and Galet Grey.

My submerged cover is automatic, but if the locking system 
could secure itself on its own it would be even better.

PATENTED SYSTEM

NF P
90-308
Standard

QRcode 09 Feb 2022

Contre-Courant
Url du QRcode : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNNVYax_B3w

09 Feb 2022 - Contre-Courant - http://www.contre-ourant.com

Contre-Courant 12, rue Georges Bizot - 44300 Nantes - France
Tél. : 02 40 40 40 27 - contact@contre-courant.com

PRESENTATION VIDEO:

Slat 
cover

Secure your pool
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raNGe
focus structure OPERATION equipment control

Above-water Submerged

      

Steady Mobile Manual Mains Solar Automatic 
limit switches Slow Mode Wheel Key- 

operated Smartphone Wireless 
control box

Pool 
view

MANU
p. 20

OPEN Néo
p. 22

OPEN Classic
p. 24 option option option

OPEN AERO
p. 26 option

OPEN Dsign
p. 28 option option

OPEN Solar
p. 30 option option

OPEN SURF
p. 32          

BANC Classic
p. 34          

option option option

BANC SURF
p. 34          

BANC Dsign
p. 36 option option

IMM’Ax
p. 38 option option

IMM'Box
p. 40 option option

DIVER
p. 42 option option
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for a pool like you 

Match the stand colour with the slats? Possible 
thanks to white or light grey powder coating.

Simply quality.
MANU is a manual above-water slatted cover that meets safety requirements for a controlled investment. 

It is very simple and quick to install and can be fitted to almost any pool.
The removable wheel positions itself vertically for easy handling. 

FIELD 
OF APPLICATION 3

years
NF P

≥ 2 X 2 M  
≤ 8 X 4 M 

(+ step unit R 1.5 M).

NEW BUILD REFURBISHMENT MANUAL SLAT COVER  
AND STRUCTURE 

GUARANTEE*

COMPLIANT WITH  
NF P 90-308 
STANDARD

*See general sales terms and conditions 

FAVOURITE 

Scalable
The motorisation kit to convert to a 
motorised version.

maNu

ABRIBLUE
ABOVE-WATER SLATTED 

COVER

20 21Abriblue above-water slatted cover



for a pool like you 

Match the stand colour with the slats? 
Possible thanks to white, sable or light grey 
powder coating.

Safety and a controlled budget.
The OPEN Néo is an above-water motorised slatted cover that can be fitted to almost all existing or future pools.

Its reduced overall dimensions limit the space used on the pool deck.

FIELD 
OF APPLICATION 3

years
NF P

≥ 2 X 2 M  
≤ 5 X 10 M 

(+ step unit R 1.5 M).

NEW BUILD REFURBISHMENT MAINS POWER 
SUPPLY

MOTOR, SLAT COVER 
AND STRUCTURE 

GUARANTEES*

COMPLIANT WITH  
NF P 90-308 
STANDARD

*See general sales terms and conditions 

FAVOURITE 

controlled budget
The best value motorised above-
water slatted cover in the range.

oPeN 
NÉo

ABRIBLUE
ABOVE-WATER COVER
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for a pool like you 

In addition to the selection of white, sable or light grey colours for the stands,  
2 types of fastening are available: with or without a plate.

without for invisible fixing with (optional) offset fastening plates

oPeN 
cLassic

The reference in above-water slatted 
safety covers.

The OPEN Classic is the most widely sold above-water slatted cover in the world.
It is very simple and quick to install and can be fitted to almost any pool.

Ideal for new build swimming pools.

FIELD 
OF APPLICATION 3

years
NF P

≥ 2 X 2 M  
≤ 7 X 14 M 

(+ step unit R 1.5 M).

NEW BUILD REFURBISHMENT MAINS POWER 
SUPPLY

MOTOR, SLAT COVER 
AND STRUCTURE 

GUARANTEES*

SLOW MODE COMPLIANT WITH  
NF P 90-308 
STANDARD

*See general sales terms and conditions 

FAVOURITE 

Built-in Slow Mode
Simple, effective and reassuring. 

Communication with your water 
treatment system for slatted cover 
position-based regulation.

ABRIBLUE
ABOVE-WATER COVER
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for a pool like you 

  Choose from 2 resolutely modern stand colours: 
white or anthracite

  Enhance your pool with customised night-time mood lighting thanks to the 
stand lighting and a very wide range of colours.

Technology and design 
at the service of your well-being.

The Open Aero is a connected above-water slatted cover that is simply controlled using a smartphone.

FAVOURITE 

native connection

The specific Aero app lets you control 
your slatted cover.

FIELD 
OF APPLICATION 3

years
NF P

≥ 2 X 2 M  
≤ 5 X 10 M 

(+ step unit R 
1.5 M).

NEW BUILD REFURBISHMENT MAINS POWER 
SUPPLY

MOTOR, SLAT 
COVER, STRUCTURE 
AND LED LIGHTING 

GUARANTEES*

SLOW MODE SMARTPHONE 
CONTROL

COMPLIANT WITH  
NF P 90-308 
STANDARD

*See general sales terms and conditions 

QRcode 09 Feb 2022

Contre-Courant
Url du QRcode : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RKNG8mEiw7A

09 Feb 2022 - Contre-Courant - http://www.contre-ourant.com

Contre-Courant 12, rue Georges Bizot - 44300 Nantes - France
Tél. : 02 40 40 40 27 - contact@contre-courant.com

PRESENTATION VIDEO:

oPeN 
aero

ABRIBLUE
ABOVE-WATER COVER
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Customised stands 
for perfect matching.

The Open Dsign is a connected above-water slatted cover that can be brilliant both during the day and the night.

FAVOURITE 

MODERN DESIGN
The slatted cover stands were designed to take up the least space, without compromising on rigidity, for a combination  
of aesthetics and discretion.

FIELD 
OF APPLICATION 3

years
NF P

≥ 2 X 2 M  
≤ 6 X 12 M 

(+ step unit R 
1.5 M).

NEW BUILD REFURBISHMENT MAINS POWER 
SUPPLY

MOTOR, SLAT 
COVER, STRUCTURE 
AND LED LIGHTING 

GUARANTEES*

SLOW MODE SMARTPHONE 
CONTROL

COMPLIANT WITH  
NF P 90-308 
STANDARD

*See general sales terms and conditions 

for a pool like you 

   5 possible versions of the stand casing thanks to the choice of side plates:  
anthracite aluminium (by default), brushed aluminium, imitation marbled stone, imitation wood or natural wood.

Anthracite aluminium Brushed aluminium Imitation marbled stone Imitation wood Natural wood

Multi directional mood 
lighting
Fitted with a mood lighting function users can set to 
their personal taste in colours and intensity.

oPeN 
DsiGN

ABRIBLUE
ABOVE-WATER COVER

Abriblue above-water slatted cover 2928



for a pool like you

A choice of 3 colours to adapt the stand to 
the slat colour. Choosing this cover allows 
immediate installation without laying any 
power cables.

Ecological, economic and stand-alone.
The OPEN Solar Energy runs on batteries 

with only 5 hours of direct sunlight per day on its photovoltaic panel.
Ideal for refurbishment.

FAVOURITE 

stand-alone

Up to 40 cycles (for a  4 x 8 m pool ) in 
total darkness while leaving enough 
power to secure the cover.

*See general sales terms and conditions 

FIELD 
OF APPLICATION 3

years
NF P

≥ 2 X 2 M  
≤ 6 X 12 M 

(+ step unit R 
1.5 M).

NEW BUILD REFURBISHMENT SOLAR POWER 
SUPPLY

MOTOR, SLAT COVER 
AND STRUCTURE 

GUARANTEES*

COMPLIANT WITH  
NF P 90-308 
STANDARD

QRcode 09 Feb 2022

Contre-Courant
Url du QRcode : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dY8zrMiy60U

09 Feb 2022 - Contre-Courant - http://www.contre-ourant.com

Contre-Courant 12, rue Georges Bizot - 44300 Nantes - France
Tél. : 02 40 40 40 27 - contact@contre-courant.com

PRESENTATION VIDEO:

oPeN 
soLar 
eNerGy

ABRIBLUE
ABOVE-WATER COVER
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for a pool like you

Match the stand colour with the slats, 
then add the Solar Energy option: this is 
a slatted cover that merges perfectly with 
your decor.

A mobile solution for all pool shapes.
The OPEN SURF System, an automatic, mobile above-water slatted cover  

makes it possible to free up the space around the pool.

FIELD 
OF APPLICATION 3

years
NF P

≥ 2 X 2 M  
≤ 6 X 12 M 

(+ step unit R 
1.5 M).

NEW BUILD REFURBISHMENT MAINS POWER 
SUPPLY

SOLAR POWER 
SUPPLY

MOTOR, SLAT COVER 
AND STRUCTURE 

GUARANTEES*

COMPLIANT WITH  
NF P 90-308 
STANDARD

*See general sales terms and conditions 

FAVOURITE 

EFFORTLESS

Thanks to its balanced design and the 
rigorous choice of rolling parts, it can 
be handled by a single person.

SOLAR POWER SUPPLY

ABRIBLUE
ABOVE-WATER COVER

oPeN 
surf

system
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for a pool like you

You can choose from white or wood colour. 
Imitation wood is achieved using a film 
coating process. PVC film coating has 
the advantage of being aesthetic while 
remaining stable over time: fastness, 
appearance, geometry and mechanical 
strength (no expansion). It is easy to clean. 

FIELD 
OF APPLICATION 3

years
NF P

≥ 2 X 2 M  
≤ 6 X 12 M 

(+ step unit R 
1.5 M).

NEW BUILD REFURBISHMENT MAINS POWER 
SUPPLY

SOLAR POWER 
SUPPLY

MOTOR, SLAT COVER 
AND STRUCTURE 

GUARANTEES*

SLOW MODE 
(BANC CLASSIC)

COMPLIANT WITH  
NF P 90-308 
STANDARD

*See general sales terms and conditions 

FAVOURITE 

REMOVABLE
The box casing allows for easy 
installation and maintenance but also 
easier cleaning.

Aesthetic and easy to maintain.
BANC is an automatic above-water slatted cover encased to combine safety, aesthetics and a relaxing area. 

STATIC VERSION MOBILE VERSION

These 2 models are also available in the Solar Energy version, a 
genuine ecological and economic answer.

BANC SURF System: used to cover oval, polygon, kidney etc. 
shaped pools... while preserving pool deck aesthetics.

BANC Classic

SOLAR POWER SUPPLY

ABRIBLUE
ABOVE-WATER COVER

ABRIBLUE
CASED ABOVE-WATER COVER

BaNc
raNGe
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FIELD 
OF APPLICATION 3

years
NF P

≥ 2 X 2 M  
≤ 5 X 10 M 

(+ step unit R 
1.5 M).

NEW BUILD REFURBISHMENT MAINS POWER 
SUPPLY

MOTOR, SLAT COVER 
AND STRUCTURE 

GUARANTEES*

SLOW MODE SMARTPHONE 
CONTROL

COMPLIANT WITH  
NF P 90-308 
STANDARD

*See general sales terms and conditions 

FAVOURITE  
MODULARITY
Several combinations are available to perfectly blend into your outdoor space and your dreams of pool, sun and safety!

for a pool like you

  Whatever you want: deckchairs, planters, shelves:

Shelf

High 
planterLow planter

Deckchair

Storage box 
in the structure

Leds on 
the beam

   Depending on the casing choice: 
- All wood on the left page   
- With a grainy black aluminium central part    

 native connection   The specific app lets you control your slatted cover.

  OPENING AND CLOSURE are controlled by smartphone as 
standard. A manual control remains possible using the switch 
built into the end flange. 
 

  With THE LED OPTION and its wide range of colours, 
enhance your pool with your own night mood lighting. 
 

QRcode 09 Feb 2022

Contre-Courant
Url du QRcode : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZHMIommiF4

09 Feb 2022 - Contre-Courant - http://www.contre-ourant.com

Contre-Courant 12, rue Georges Bizot - 44300 Nantes - France
Tél. : 02 40 40 40 27 - contact@contre-courant.com

PRESENTATION VIDEO:

ABRIBLUE
CASED ABOVE-WATER COVER

BaNc 
DsiGN

More than just a cover, outdoor furniture. 
BANC is an automatic above-water slatted cover encased to combine safety, aesthetics and a space to relax. 
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for a pool like you

Customise the duckboard over the pit using a choice of 9 colours and materials:

White Sable Light Grey Galet Grey

PVC Wood

White Sable Light Grey Galet Grey

Aluminium

The reference in submerged slatted 
safety covers.

IMM’Ax Classic is a motorised, submerged slatted cover, providing the ideal balance between safety, 
functionalities, discretion and aesthetics.

*See general sales terms and conditions 

FIELD 
OF APPLICATION 4

years
3

years

Non’Co

15
years

NF P
≥ 2 X 2 M  

≤ 7 X 14 M
NEW BUILD REFURBISH-

MENT
MAINS  
POWER 
SUPPLY

TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR
MOTOR

TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

SLAT COVER

CORROSION 
GUARANTEE* 

SLOW MODE SMARTPHONE 
CONTROL

COMPLIANT 
WITH  

NF P 90-308 
STANDARD

FAVOURITE  
IMM'Ax Sérénité:  
the solution  
that takes care of everyone!
This version proposes the settings, control and exchange 
of data with the cover using a smartphone. An innovating 
application providing total comfort, making it possible to 
simply manage and configure the cover features.

  Slatted cover position open/closed information with 
progress view.

  Water level safety: Informs users if the pool water level is 
too high or too low and thereby prevents the slatted cover 
from jamming and unrolling in the pit (option).

  Motorisation safety: saves the slatted cover specific 
operating data and notifies of drifts over time for preventive 
maintenance.

QRcode 09 Feb 2022

Contre-Courant
Url du QRcode : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gqRnidOwNE

09 Feb 2022 - Contre-Courant - http://www.contre-ourant.com

Contre-Courant 12, rue Georges Bizot - 44300 Nantes - France
Tél. : 02 40 40 40 27 - contact@contre-courant.com

PRESENTATION VIDEO:

ABRIBLUE
SUBMERGED COVER

imm’aX
classic

or

Sérénité
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for a pool like you

Customise the duckboard over the pit using a choice of 9 colours and materials:

Safety, integration and aesthetics.
Submerged slatted cover with the motor in a dry pit.

The best solution for large pools.

*See general sales terms and conditions 

FAVOURITE 

access and maintenance

Made easier by the dry pit outside the pool 
and as an extension of the roller shaft.

FIELD 
OF APPLICATION 4

years
3

years

Non’Co

15
years

NF P
≥ 2 X 2 M  

≤ 10 X 25 M
NEW BUILD REFURBISHMENT MAINS POWER 

SUPPLY
TEMPERATURE 

SENSOR
MOTOR

TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

SLAT COVER

CORROSION 
GUARANTEE*

SLOW MODE SMARTPHONE 
CONTROL

COMPLIANT WITH  
NF P 90-308 
STANDARD

White Sable Light Grey Galet Grey

PVC Wood

White Sable Light Grey Galet Grey

Aluminium

ABRIBLUE
SUBMERGED COVER

imm’
BoX
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for a pool like you

 Cover-protection customisation:
 -  PVC, wood or stoneware duck boards 

White Sable Light Grey Galet Grey

PVC Wood Stoneware

Beige Anthracite Light Grey

 - draping or tiling plate.
 Submerged benches.
 Standard smartphone control.

Submerged to measure for total 
integration and perfect aesthetics.

Submerged slatted cover for exceptional structures with the mechanism at the bottom of the pool.

*See general sales terms and conditions 

FAVOURITE 

total integration

It can even be adapted to infinity 
pools.

FIELD 
OF APPLICATION 4

years
3

years

Non’Co

15
years

NF P
≥ 2 X 2 M  

≤ 6 X 12 M
NEW BUILD REFURBISH-

MENT
MAINS  
POWER 
SUPPLY

TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR
MOTOR

TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

SLAT COVER

CORROSION 
GUARANTEE*

SLOW MODE SMARTPHONE 
CONTROL

COMPLIANT 
WITH  

NF P 90-308 
STANDARD

QRcode 09 Feb 2022

Contre-Courant
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